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PREFACE

�ose who communicate well have a competitive advantage in their 
personal and professional lives. Of course, everyone communicates. 
Even if we try not to, it remains that we are, in one way or 
another, still communicating. �e “silent treatment” that we may 
be attempting to give another person is still communicating—
that perhaps we are unhappy with the other person, or that we 
have nothing more to say on the matter. However, we are, indeed, 
still communicating.

Communication manifests itself in a myriad of ways. But, 
whether we intend to or not, it remains that we are still commu-
nicating. As we, the authors, say in this book, communication 
is irretrievable; that is, we cannot take words back once they 
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are uttered. No matter how much we may wish we had not said 
them, they cannot be retrieved. We can feel badly that we said 
those words, but we cannot erase them or the possible hurt. The 
best we can do is apologize.

We entitled this book The Art of Communication for a rea-
son. The reason? Communication, if done well, is an art. It is an 
art that can be continually refined throughout our lifetime. The 
problem is, however, that it is too frequently engaged in without 
much thought. As we find with any art form, it can be seen or 
heard as refined and appealing, or it can cause one to wonder how 
or why it was put on display in a public place!

In response to the possibility that the latter is what you 
are experiencing in your own communicative life, this book is 
divided into two components. One half of the chapters are writ-
ten to present the more technical, or should we say, the more 
informational aspects of communication by Ray H. Hull, PhD. 
Every other chapter throughout the book describes in beautiful 
ways, by author Jim Stovall, how communication manifests itself 
in our daily lives.

We hope that you enjoy this book, and the “art of commu-
nication” that we are sharing with you. If read carefully and 
completely, it will give you a competitive edge in your personal 
and professional life. As Aristotle once said, “A successful person 
is one who communicates well.”
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INTRODUCTION

By Jim Stovall

My Dear Reader:

I want to thank you as you have greatly honored my coauthor 
Dr. Ray Hull and me with the investment of your hard-earned 
money and valuable time that you have made in this book.

I have written approximately  previous books and have 
consistently avoided coauthors like the plague with a few rare 
exceptions. This book will be another of those rare exceptions 
because Dr. Ray Hull is a rare exception himself and uniquely 
qualified to teach both you and me the vital and intricate princi-
ples that govern the universe of communication.
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I met Ray at an annual conference attended by hundreds 
of talented and dedicated people who manage special education 
projects funded by the U.S. Department of Education. My com-
pany, Narrative Television Network, is involved in one of these 
projects that makes educational television and video program-
ming accessible for blind and visually impaired students across 
the country. Jo Ann McCann is the project officer for the U.S. 
Department of Education who oversees the work done by NTN 
and many other organizations involved in this important work to 
make the educational process accessible to all children regardless 
of their disabilities.

I consider Jo Ann to be a great friend and valued colleague, but 
I will admit when she suggested that we attend a session on hear-
ing disabilities and audiology conducted by Dr. Ray Hull, whom 
I had never heard of, I was a bit perplexed; however, over the 
years, I have come to understand that there is generally a method 
to Jo Ann’s madness, so I withheld judgment and attended the 
session. Dr. Hull’s hour-long lecture was compelling and intrigu-
ing but seemed to have nothing to do with our work for blind and 
visually impaired children at the Narrative Television Network.

Although I have been totally blind for more than  years, I 
still retain a number of visual images and memories. Among them 
are the visual optic puzzles that might appear at first glance to be 
an elm tree, but if you stare at it long enough, it is revealed to be 
an image of six presidents of the United States. There is a fasci-
nating moment of revelation when the image instantly changes, 
and the tree disappears as the presidents are revealed. A similar 
moment often occurs in real life. My late, great friend and col-
league Dr. Stephen Covey called this moment a paradigm shift.
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One moment I was thinking that Ray Hull’s work had noth-
ing to do with mine, and Jo Ann had obviously led me astray, 
and the next moment I knew that Dr. Ray Hull’s work was at the 
very core of making our work at the Narrative Television Net-
work everything I had hoped and dreamed it would be in the 
lives of countless blind and visually impaired children seeking a 
quality education and a fulfilling life. Our work, quite simply, 
describes the visual elements of a program by inserting brief lines 
of narration between the dialogue of a movie, television show, 
or educational video. Helping people hear what they can’t see so 
that they can visualize images utilizing their ears is the essence of 
the art of communication. When you only have a few seconds to 
describe a whole world of visual images, you want to communi-
cate concisely, effectively, and completely.

I knew Dr. Ray Hull’s work in the field of audiology could 
revolutionize communication with blind and visually impaired 
young people struggling to compete with their four senses in a 
world of people with five senses.

Dr. Ray Hull is a master of communication and treasures it as 
only someone who didn’t have it and fought to gain it can.

Raymond H. Hull, PhD, is currently the Professor of Com-
munication Sciences and Disorders Coordinator in the Doctor of 
Audiology program at the College of Health Professions at Wich-
ita State University. Prior to that, he was Chair of the Department 
of Communication Disorders at the University of Northern Colo-
rado for  years. He has also held administrative posts within the 
graduate school, being responsible for graduate program review 
and evaluation both at that university and Wichita State Uni-
versity for eight years, and he was the Director of Planning and 
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Budget for the Office of the President for seven years at the Uni-
versity of Northern Colorado. He has held administrative posts 
both at the University of Northern Colorado in the College of 
Health and Human Sciences, the Office of the President, and at 
Wichita State University through the graduate school. He is a suc-
cessful grant writer with over $ million in funded federal grants.

His background in the field of neuroscience of human com-
munication began with his college degree in public speaking, 
drama, and radio/television broadcast, and then moved into grad-
uate work in disorders of human communication, followed by 
a doctorate in audiology and the neurosciences of human com-
munication that involved a combined doctoral degree from the 
University of Colorado School of Medicine and the University of 
Denver. He works extensively in coaching the art of interpersonal 
communication in professional life—the nature of interpersonal 
communication that supports success in one’s personal and pro-
fessional life—and is a sought-after speaker on that topic both 
nationally and internationally.

Dr. Hull is the past chair of the American Speech-Lan-
guage-Hearing Association Committee on Communication 
Problems of the Aging and is a past member of the ASHA Com-
mittee on Governmental Regulations. In , he was selected 
for membership on the ASHA/ETS National Audiology Praxis 
Advisory Committee. He has also had membership on the ASHA 
Advisory Committee for the project on Upgrading Services 
to Communicatively Impaired Persons funded by the Bureau 
of Health Professions, PHS. He is a member of the Advisory, 
Guidance, and Evaluation Team of the ASHA Project on Satel-
lite Training on Communicative Behavior of Older Americans, 
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Administration on Aging, DHHS. He has been vice chair of the 
ASHA Audiology Advisory Committee and is a current member 
of the ASHA Audiology Advisory Counsel, among other national 
and state appointments.

Dr. Hull has been editorial advisor to the American Journal of 
Audiology, Ear and Hearing; The Journal of the American Auditory 
Society; The Journal of the American Academy of Audiology; and 
The Journal of International Audiology.

He is sought after as a speaker/presenter, and has authored 
and presented over  major presentations and workshops 
across the U.S., Canada, South America, and Europe on the art 
of communication in professional practice, talking to children, 
auditory assessment, environmental design, central auditory pro-
cessing, and hearing rehabilitation for children and adults with 
impaired hearing.

The foregoing academic accomplishments, professional 
achievements, and honors make Ray an eminent expert in the 
field of communication but does not fully explain why I wanted 
to coauthor this book with him.

Four of my novels have been turned into major motion pic-
tures with two more in production at this writing. I believe 
storytelling is a highly impactful communication tool, and I am 
grateful for the opportunity to share my stories via print and the 
silver screen with millions around the world; but if I had drafted 
Ray Hull’s true-life story as a potential novel or movie script, 
New York publishers and Hollywood movie producers would 
have simply laughed at me.
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Ray Hull grew up in the figurative and geographical heart of 
our country. When Ray was very young, he was called a “pretty 
boy” by those who saw him, so I suppose appearance can dis-
guise disabilities to some degree. Among his recollections that 
he was different was when he was six years old and in the first 
grade. As Ray was walking the four blocks from his elementary 
school to his home one afternoon, three bullies from his school 
met him about halfway. He did not know their names, but he 
knew they were tough by reputation. They were laughing and 
teasing him because he was a “stutterer.”

“He talks funny!” they said as they knocked him down and 
walked away.

After Ray recovered his senses, he picked himself up off the 
sidewalk and ran home crying. The teasing was occurring with 
greater frequency, and Ray was angry at those who teased him 
and angry at himself for, obviously, being so different.

Before and after that incident, Ray’s parents tried to offer 
their own brand of therapy to “cure” what they called “stam-
mering.” “Slow down, think about what you’re saying, and sing 
your words,” were among their “cures.” Of course, none of 
those worked, and Ray’s dysf luencies became worse as his fears 
and inability to say his name or answer the telephone without 
severe stuttering “blocks” continued and strengthened. The 
stuttering blocks had become so severe that they prevented all 
vocalization from being emitted. Attempting to force vocal-
izations only resulted in a sustained guttural vowel “a” as in 
daaaaaaaa as Ray would, for example, attempt to utter the 
word “dog.”
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What kept Ray going, however, was the realization that he 
did not stutter when he talked to his dog, Laddie. So, he talked 
frequently to him. He also did not stutter when he talked to the 
calves he was preparing for the H fair, or when he was feeding 
the cows each morning and evening on his family’s farm. Ray 
was always fluent.

And being quite musical vocally, Ray was also aware that 
he did not stutter when he sang. He reasoned then that, per-
haps, he did not have to stutter, that perhaps there was nothing 
organically wrong with him. Maybe if he could get over his fear 
of talking, or rather his fear of the embarrassments that resulted 
from stuttering, maybe it would subside. But how does one do 
that? he wondered.

So, with the knowledge that there were times when he did not 
stutter, Ray set out to “cure” himself from the stuttering that he 
considered to be a dark cloud that was with him wherever he went 
and whenever he spoke.

Ray’s first course of action was to begin placing himself in 
situations that required talking and to do that as many times as 
it took to begin to experience success. He reasoned, correctly or 
incorrectly, that if he were occasionally successful in speaking with 
greater fluency, then those successes might breed further success.

These included:

High school plays: Perhaps due to Ray’s youth as a high school 
student and perhaps with more youthful bravery than good sense, 
he had what he thought was a good rationale for auditioning for 
acting roles in plays. His rationale was that if a part in a play was 
offered to him and he accepted, he couldn’t walk off the stage 
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during a production because the other actors would be depending 
on him to say his lines, and say them correctly. Ray auditioned for 
every play he could during his years in high school. His freshman 
year, he was given the role of Johnny Appleseed in the musical 
by the same name. He could sing and had a rather high tenor, 
near-soprano, pubescent voice, so the role fit. Thankfully, it was 
a non-speaking role. All Ray had to do was sing two solos, and 
he sang fluently. It was a great morale booster when he heard the 
applause from the audience.

Speech : Success can have roadblocks. On the first day of 
a required high school course that was entitled Speech , the 
teacher asked each student to introduce her or himself. As Ray’s 
turn became imminent, his face and larynx began to tighten in 
preparation. As he feared would happen, he stood by his desk, 
opened his mouth, and nothing came out. Ray’s vocal folds 
were tightly closed, and the stuttering block was both massive 
and embarrassing.

“Mah…mah…mah…mah…,” trying desperately to say, “My 
name is…,” was all he could utter.

Students around him began to snicker quietly. He quickly sat 
back at his desk not wanting to look at anyone.

Ray’s teacher quietly said, “Thank you, Raymond,” and went 
on to the next student who spoke beautifully.

Becoming a radio disc jockey: Ray’s junior year in high school, 
he did something that he didn’t think he would ever have the cour-
age to do. Ray drove to a local radio station after school one day 
and nervously asked the secretary at the front desk if he could see 
the station manager. She consented, and from a script that he had 
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written ahead of time to help him speak as fluently as possible, Ray 
asked the station manager if he could have  minutes every after-
noon, Monday through Friday, for a rock-and-roll disc jockey show.

The station manager had apparently thought about it before, 
because he finally said, “Yes, I think we might try that. We’ll see 
how it goes. You will begin next Monday at : p.m. Be here at 
: p.m. to prepare. A studio engineer will run the control board 
for you for a few days until you get the hang of it.”

So, Ray had three days to prepare.

The show was eventually expanded to an hour, from : to 
: p.m. Monday through Friday as its popularity grew. For the 
first few weeks, Ray spoke and introduced songs by reading from 
a script he wrote each day. Eventually, the script was placed aside, 
and as long as Ray was speaking into a microphone and there was 
not an audience on the other side of the glass studio window, he 
was more fluent than he could ever remember being.

Intercollegiate oratory. As Ray entered college, he continued to 
place himself in situations that required talking. During his senior 
year, among those places was intercollegiate oratory in which the 
competitors were to prepare and give - to -minute orations 
from memory. The required topic was Achieving World Peace. With 
the help of his forensics coach who was not sure that he should 
enter the competition, Ray wrote his oration and rehearsed it until 
he was able to present it from memory.

The day of the state competition, Ray was to drive to one of the 
large universities in his home state of Kansas, about  miles away 
from his farm. It was the middle of winter, and it was snowing, but 
he drove there anyway.
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After arriving and walking through a grassy field of mud and 
slush, Ray finally arrived at the correct building, but the lower 
one-third of the pants of his new blue suit as well as his new 
shoes were covered with mud. Ray hurried to the room where 
the competition was being held and slowly opened the door. 
As he did, he discovered that the final competitor was just fin-
ishing his oration. When the final competitor concluded, Ray 
asked the judges if there was still time for him to present. The 
judges conferred and said that he could. Ray then asked if he 
could go to a restroom. After washing off as much mud as he 
could, Ray walked without hesitation to the front of the speakers’ 
room, faced the judges and the other orators and their coaches 
who were seated near them, and without forethought began his 
-minute oration from memory. Ray was so concerned about 
being late and the appearance of his shoes and slacks he did not 
have time to build any level of anxiety and was, therefore, fairly 
fluent. If there were dysfluencies, Ray tried to use them as pauses 
for purposes of emphasis.

At the conclusion of his oration, Ray simply thanked the 
judges, walked from the room, and drove the  miles back to his 
farm in central Kansas. Ray was embarrassed by what he thought 
had been a poor performance, but he had completed his oration 
in its entirety and felt that he had done his best in spite of his 
muddy slacks and shoes and his near panic as a result of being 
late for the competition.

When Ray arrived home at his family’s farm, it was late in the 
evening. At about : p.m., the telephone rang, and his mother 
answered. She said that Ray’s forensics coach wanted to speak 
with him. As he put the receiver to his ear, his coach spoke and 
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was almost beside himself with excitement. Ray was informed that 
he had won first place in the Kansas State Intercollegiate Men’s 
Oratory Competition, the first time it had happened to anyone at 
his small college. It was difficult for Ray to believe what had just 
happened, that he was the best orator of the best from the colleges 
and universities in his state. It was a grand achievement in the life 
of a stutterer.

Ray was absolutely floating in fluency!

Because Ray had won the State Intercollegiate Men’s Oratory 
competition, he was to move on to the regional and national 
competitions. As he was rehearsing at home in his bedroom, Ray 
slowly began to experience the return of stuttering blocks. He is 
still not sure why that occurred. Perhaps fatigue or fear of fail-
ure. They began slowly, but as his fears grew, the all-too-familiar 
stuttering blocks quickly grew in both frequency and intensity 
and then increased with a vengeance. Ray could not talk. The 
fears and the stuttering blocks had returned, but in light of his 
previous successes, Ray was not going to give up and spend his 
life as a stutterer.

So upon graduation from college, Ray decided to go on to 
graduate school into the field of radio/television broadcast, a 
return to an area in which he had previously experienced success. 
He had chosen one of the few universities that offered a graduate 
degree in those fields.

During the first summer, he was required to take an intro-
ductory course entitled Human Communication Disorders. During 
that course, Ray became fascinated by the variety of disorders 
of communication that can affect children and adults. When 
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the class entered the topic of fluency disorders, Ray reluctantly 
accepted the invitation to talk about how it feels to be a stutterer. 
When he went to the front of the classroom to make his presen-
tation, he was surprised that he was not dysfluent at any time 
while he spoke about the feelings one experiences when con-
fronted with the problem of stuttering. After that presentation, 
Ray reasoned that, perhaps, in talking about his feelings regard-
ing the problem of stuttering and not attempting to hide them 
or disguise them, the pressure to be fluent was absent; therefore, 
fluency increased.

At that point, Ray’s stuttering extinguished to the degree that 
he was essentially fluent most of the time, and he has been since 
that summer. Everything seemed to boil down to the fact that 
Ray’s original plan was the best one. Success does breed success! 
That has been and continues to be his premise. At this time in his 
adult life, he is still a stutterer, but he is able to control it to the 
point that it is unnoticeable. If a stuttering block does occur, he 
uses it as a pause for emphasis in regard to what he is saying, and 
he doesn’t worry about it.

My grandfather always told me that a person with experi-
ence never has to take a backseat to a person with a theory. Dr. 
Ray Hull has both theory and experience relating to the field 
of communication.

In this book, Ray will be sharing the principles behind com-
munication, and I will be sharing—in alternate chapters—the 
practical, real-world reality of communication based on my expe-
rience as a speaker, author, movie producer, TV executive, and 
syndicated columnist.
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It is true that no person is an island. Success in our personal 
or professional lives requires us to depend on and interact with 
other people. We may have the greatest hopes, dreams, goals, and 
aspirations, but unless we can communicate our vision, we are 
doomed to fail.

It is our fervent hope that, within these pages, you will learn 
how to improve your communication, and thereby improve 
your life.

Jim Stovall
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C H A P T E R  1

THE ART OF COMMUNICATION

Introduction

Successful communication is an art. It is an art, but it is also a sci-

ence. There are so many intricate, or perhaps I should say delicate, 

components that are involved in interpersonal communication, it 

is a wonder that it is ever actually considered to be successful.

On the other hand, the many components of successful 

interpersonal communication can be learned. That is the pur-

pose of this book: to instruct the reader regarding the many 

elements of this oftentimes misunderstood and nearly mystical 
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system of purely human interaction that is called verbal and 
nonverbal communication.

Why Is It Important to Study 
Interpersonal Communication?

Much of what we do in our day-to-day interactions with 
colleagues, friends, significant others and the public involves com-
munication in one form or another. As we work to be successful 
in our occupations and our personal relationships, or as we strive 
for advancement in any organizational structure, it is imperative 
that we become familiar with the processes involved in effective 
interpersonal communication and its potential impact on all that 
we do.

Importantly, interpersonal communication goes beyond 
talking. Much beyond simply talking, interpersonal communica-
tion includes the creation of an “atmosphere” of communication 
that results in positive and constructive interaction with others.

The better we are in this aspect of our life, the more success-
ful we will become. All else being equal, it is often the basis upon 
which we choose our physician, our dentist, our favorite place to 
eat, the family member everyone goes to when there is a prob-
lem, our place of worship, the politicians we vote for, our child’s 
babysitter, and even our hairdresser!

We are drawn to those who make us feel most comfortable, 
who communicate with us in a positive and supportive manner, 
who seem to understand our problems, those we trust, and who we 
would go to in times of difficulty. It is, in the end, what separates 
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those who are successful in their life and in their work from those 
who are less successful. It signifies who we are, or who we want 
to be. In fact, a Wall Street Journal Corporate Recruiters Survey 
lists the ten most important attributes that high-level recruiters 
look for, and “communication/interpersonal skills” is consistently 
found at the top of the list. Skill in communication is critically 
important to our success in any field. So, what does it involve?

Importantly…

Interpersonal communication not only involves what we say, 
but very importantly what we do in our communicative inter-
actions with others. What we do may involve our manner of 
dress, our body language, gestures, manner of eye contact, and 
personal grooming. In many instances, the nonverbal aspects of 
communication are not only important, but are frequently more 
important than what we say. The intended result of those verbal 
and nonverbal interactions may be a change in attitudes, behav-
iors, or beliefs of the person with whom we are communicating. 
Or, perhaps it can result in the development of creative resolutions 
through constructive problem solving when otherwise there may 
have been conflict. But, the characteristics of unpredictability and 
the inherent complexities of interpersonal communication make it 
particularly challenging!

Why Do Some People Seem to Have Difficulty 
Communicating Well with Others?

In the paragraph above, I said that the characteristics of 
unpredictability and the inherent complexities of interpersonal 
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communication make that important activity particularly chal-
lenging. For some people, the complexities that are inherent in 
interpersonal communication are the catalyst for the difficulties 
that they experience in their ability to communicate effectively 
with others. Why is that? It is because some people seem to have 
difficulty attending to all of the complex events that can occur 
during communicative exchanges, or they have not been formally 
or even informally prepared in this complex aspect of human 
behavior. Their personality or behaviors may be getting in the 
way of positive and constructive interpersonal interaction with 
others. Or, during their earlier years, they may have been exposed 
to poor models of communication.

As I tell my patients who have difficulty hearing, “Whether 
we want to or not, we live in a world of people who do not com-
municate well.” I continue by saying, “But, we also live in a world 
of people who do not possess the knowledge or skill to be good 
communicators!” It is simply that many people possess commu-
nication habits that are much less than desirable, and all of us, 
whether we possess excellent hearing or not, may have difficulty 
understanding what they are saying.

For example, I am witness to people who speak with such 
speed that most listeners’ central nervous systems simply cannot 
keep up with the words that are being uttered. Therefore, it is 
difficult to understand what those people are saying because the 
speed at which they are speaking results in their use of only par-
tial words. Or, perhaps their ability to respond to us in a positive 
and constructive manner when we are attempting to communi-
cate with them is lacking. Or, their ability to listen well to what 
we are saying is less than desirable. Perhaps they do not attend to 
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us when we are speaking to them, or have poor eye contact, or 
less than desirable body language as they interact with us. Perhaps 
their manner of standing or sitting while communicating with us 
is distracting, or they do not exhibit the poise and attentiveness 
that assures us that they are actively listening to what we are say-
ing. (The subject of “active listening” will be discussed later in 
this book.)

However, in order to be successful in our daily interactions 
with those with whom we communicate, whether it be in matters 
of love, family, business, public speaking engagements, or even 
political campaigns, it is imperative that we learn how to effec-
tively engage in this complex but important aspect of our life that 
is called “human communication.”

Does It Mean That I’m a Poor Communicator 
If I Don’t Communicate Perfectly?

That is a question I am asked quite frequently. Here is my 
response. Effective interpersonal communication does not mean 
always communicating perfectly. I have never met anyone who 
communicates perfectly. Rather it means being able to construc-
tively create and convey appropriate responses to those with whom 
we are communicating, and to perhaps identify and explain cre-
ative solutions that are acceptable to them. It means motivating 
others to positive change through direct verbal interaction, non-
verbal interaction (what we don’t say), our body language, and 
through a positive atmosphere of communication that we create.
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I like the phrase “positive atmosphere of communica-
tion.” The reason I like it is because it provides a framework 
for communication that is constructive and successful. Rather 
than communicating perfectly, I like to think in terms of 
communicating constructively—or meaningfully. When we com-
municate constructively, we are more apt to be communicating in 
a meaningful way.

So, in the End, What Is It?

Recently I read a well-written treatise on communication. It 
said, in part, “interpersonal communication is the process by which 
people exchange information, feelings, and meaning through verbal 
and nonverbal messages.” That is a very straightforward definition.

The authors continue, “Interpersonal communication is not just 
about what is actually said—the language used—but how it is said 
and the nonverbal messages sent through tone of voice, facial expres-
sions, gestures and body language.” Again, very straightforward!

The authors explain that when two or more people are in the 
same place and are aware of each other’s presence, one way or 
another communication is taking place, no matter how subtle or 
unintentional or how poorly it is being handled.

Is Speech Necessary?

Using speech is not necessary. Without speech, the listener 
may be observing the use of cues of posture, facial expression, and 
dress to form an impression of the other’s role, emotional state, 
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personality and/or intentions. Although no communication may 
be intended, people receive messages through nonverbal behaviors 
(nonverbal communication will be discussed later in this book).

Some Principles of Interpersonal Communication

The authors continue by giving principles of interpersonal 
communication that I personally like. Most of these will be 
addressed throughout this book in different chapters, but they 
are listed here. They govern the effectiveness of communication. 
However, as the authors say, even though these principles are gen-
erally quite simple, they will often take a lifetime to master. They 
are presented as follows:

. Interpersonal Communication Is Not Optional

We may, at times, try not to communicate; but not com-
municating is not an option. In fact, the harder we try not to 
communicate, the more we are communicating! By not commu-
nicating we are communicating something, perhaps that we are 
shy, perhaps that we are angry or sulking, perhaps that we are too 
busy to talk. Ignoring somebody is communicating with them. 
We may not tell them we are ignoring them, but through our 
nonverbal means of communication we make that apparent.

Again, nonverbal communication can be just as, and many times 
more powerful than, the words that we use. Our body posture and 
position and our eye contact (or lack of it) are all important. Even 
the smallest and most subtle of mannerisms communicate some-
thing to others.
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. Communication Is Irreversible

Interpersonal communication is irreversible. Perhaps we 
can wish we had not said something. We feel a sense of regret 
and apologize for something we said, but we can’t take it back. 
We often behave and therefore communicate to others based 
on previous communication encounters. But, those encounters 
may or may not be appropriate points of reference. Because of 
these stereotypes, when we communicate with people, we can 
carry with us certain preconceptions of what the other per-
son is thinking or how they are likely to behave. We may also 
have ideas about the outcome of the conversation before it even 
begins as a result of our pre-knowledge of the person or the 
circumstances in which the conversation is taking place.

We need to start all interpersonal communication with an 
open mind; listen to what is being said rather than hearing what 
we expect to hear. As a result, we are less likely to be misunder-
stood or say things that we later regret.

. Endless Complexity

No form of communication is simple. There are many reasons 
why communication is taking place, how it is taking place, and how 
messages are being broadcast and received. Variables in communica-
tion, such as language, environment, and distraction as well as the 
individuals involved in communicating, all have an effect on how 
messages are sent, received, and interpreted. Interpersonal commu-
nication involves an extremely complex mixture of human behaviors 
that are sometimes difficult to comprehend, or at least to manage.

When we communicate verbally, we swap words—words 
that, even subtly, have different meanings to different people in 
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different contexts. We can communicate the same thing to several 
different individuals, and each person may have a different under-
standing or interpretation of the message.

At any point in communication, any misunderstanding, 
regardless of how small it may seem, will have an effect on the 
message that is being received.

. �e Context of Communication

Communication happens for a reason. To help avoid misun-
derstandings, and therefore communicate more effectively, it is 
important that the context of the communication is understood 
by all. Why is the communication happening? It is important 
that participants are on the same “wavelength” so that they 
understand why the communication is occurring. We may think 
that “why” is clearly evident, but it may not be clear to all who 
are involved. There are things that can get in the way. Those can 
include the following:

Timing

Timing is fundamental to successful communication. As well 
as considering a suitable time to hold a conversation, you should 
make sure that there is enough time to cover all that is needed, 
including time to clarify and negotiate. For example, talking to 
employees about a strategic decision five minutes before they were 
planning to leave the office for the day would probably not be as 
successful as having the same conversation the following morning.

Location

It should be fairly obvious that communication is going to 
be less effective if it is conducted in a noisy, uncomfortable, 
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or busy place. Such places have many distractions and often a 
lack of privacy. Depending on the reason for the conversation, 
a quieter environment may be appropriate, or perhaps a more 
casual conversation during lunchtime, or a relaxing conversa-
tion over a late afternoon cocktail at a local club may even 
be appropriate.

Why Is �e Conversation Taking Place?

We can develop misconceptions and false assumptions 
regarding communication and why it is taking place. When com-
municating we may assume that all parties know what we are 
talking about, and we may even think that we know the other 
person’s views and opinions regarding the purpose of the conver-
sation. Most disturbing to others involved in the conversation, we 
“know” that our opinion is right and theirs is wrong. These can 
all be detrimental to constructive conversations in meetings, or 
even a street-side conversation, and must be avoided at all costs.

In Summary: In This Book

All of the elements above play a role in communication, 
and each of them can be a boon or a detriment to its success. 
Those and many others will be discussed in this book, and all are 
important as we learn about the components of constructive and 
successful communication.

Those will include:

 ■ The art of communication that can influence out-
comes of meetings and interviews
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 ■ The art of nonverbal communication

 ■ The art of constructive listening

 ■ The art of public speaking

 ■ The art of public relations and image—impressing 
our clients and customers

 ■ The art of conflict resolution

Note
1. “Interpersonal Communication Skills,” Skills You Need, What Is 

Interpersonal Communication? accessed August 12, 2015, http://
www.skillsyouneed.com/ips/interpersonal-communication.html.
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C H A P T E R  2

THE ARENA OF COMMUNICATION

It was one of those surreal moments that seems totally foreign to 
us, but at the same time somehow defines us.

I was standing backstage in a huge arena filled with , 
businesspeople who were somehow waiting to hear me speak. I 
was not thinking as much about what I was going to say as I was 
trying to remember how many steps it was to the front of the 
stage and where the podium was located. It was my first speech 
as a totally blind person.

I heard the authoritative voice of the master of ceremonies 
booming throughout the arena as he began my introduction. “In 
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spite of blindness, Jim Stovall has been a National Olympic weight-
lifting champion, a successful investment broker, the President of 
the Emmy Award-winning Narrative Television Network, and a 
highly sought-after author and platform speaker. He is the author 
of  books, including the best seller, The Ultimate Gift, which 
is now a major motion picture from th Century Fox starring 
James Garner and Abigail Breslin. Three of his other novels have 
also been made into movies with two more in production.

“Steve Forbes, president and CEO of Forbes magazine, says, 
‘Jim Stovall is one of the most extraordinary men of our era.’

“For his work in making television accessible to our nation’s 
 million blind and visually impaired people, The President’s 
Committee on Equal Opportunity selected Jim Stovall as the 
Entrepreneur of the Year. Jim Stovall has been featured in The 
Wall Street Journal, Forbes magazine, USA Today, and has been 
seen on Good Morning America, CNN, and CBS Evening News. 
He was also chosen as the International Humanitarian of the Year, 
joining Jimmy Carter, Nancy Reagan, and Mother Teresa as recip-
ients of this honor.”

As I stood there backstage trying to collect my thoughts, I 
remembered a time in my life when everything in that introduc-
tion, as well as the very thought of making the speech like I was 
getting ready to make, would have seemed as foreign to me as 
going to the moon. Communicating for over an hour with nothing 
between me and , people but a microphone seemed absurd 
and impossible in the moment.

I remembered as a young man that my greatest ambition in 
life had been nothing, more or less, than being an All-American 
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football player and going into the NFL to make my living as 
a professional.

Communicating among and between football players is a very 
intricate and specialized system. In st century life when we meet 
a new person, we generally begin our communication by exchang-
ing some simple information. We give our name and then we 
might inquire what the other person does and where they’re from. 
In the football world, this is all accomplished by simply wearing 
a jersey. Your name is on the back of your jersey, your number 
indicates what you do as each position has different numbers, and 
the color of your jersey defines who you play for and, therefore, 
where you’re from.

In the corporate world, we spend a lot of time, effort, and 
energy having meetings to determine what we’re going to do, 
when it will be done, why we’re going to do it, and which col-
leagues will perform what tasks. In a football huddle, within a 
few seconds using terms such as “blue  right stretch crossover 
on ” tells each participant where they should be and what they 
should do in very specific detail.

The stereotypical “dumb jock” simply doesn’t exist at least 
within the context of the sport they are playing. Football players 
know dozens of plays in various formations that create hundreds of 
variables, and depending on how the other team lines up, there can 
be literally thousands of permutations of each of the variables. All of 
this needs to be identified, understood, and acted upon in seconds 
or even fractions of seconds. This communication precision is pos-
sible because each member of the team agrees upon a very narrow 
and specific definition of terms. I’ve often thought the corporate 
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world, the academic world, and life in general could be improved 
by taking a few communication lessons from football players.

My trajectory toward the NFL was interrupted one fall when 
I was preparing to go play another season of football. Each year 
before the season starts, all football players are required to get 
a thorough physical exam. I’ve often joked that “They want to 
make sure you’re healthy before they take you out on the field and 
try to kill you.”

That one particular day, the physical exam seemed to be tak-
ing a lot longer than I had remembered it being in previous years. 
The doctor ran several tests and called in a second physician to 
run some additional tests. Finally, they consulted with a third 
doctor, and eventually the three doctors took me down a long hall 
and sat me down at a conference table and then declared, “Jim, 
we’re not sure why, and we’re not sure when, but we do know that 
someday you’re going to be totally blind, and there’s nothing we 
can do about it.”

This communication was brief, definite, and life-altering. I 
knew I was not going to go into the NFL and make my living as 
a football player. At that time and to this very day, there has never 
been a blind player in the NFL. I always like to tell my audiences 
jokingly, “Even though there’s no blind players in the NFL, there 
are a few referees we’re worried about.”

I knew my football-playing days were over so I went back to 
the only job I had ever done before, which involved me being a 
laborer on a construction site.

The construction industry has a language and communica-
tion style of its own. There are terms used on a construction site 
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you won’t hear anywhere else, and virtually anything that can 
be communicated verbally to a construction worker can be com-
municated through signs done by the hands, arms, and body. 
Often, the construction site is so noisy that verbal communica-
tion is impossible, and this nonverbal construction sign language 
communication is important to get the job done properly; in 
a dangerous environment, it can actually mean the difference 
between life and death.

Just when I thought my athletic career was over, I was intro-
duced to Olympic weightlifting. I thought, This is a sport that 
a guy could compete in even if he were losing his sight or became 
totally blind.

Olympic weightlifting is a sport that most Americans only 
think about every four years during the Olympic Games, but 
around the world it is a very popular sport all the time. I rapidly 
found myself competing with Russians, Eastern Europeans, South 
Americans, and athletes from Asia. While we could not readily 
communicate verbally, as elite athletes in a specific sport we all 
seemed to understand one another as our training and competi-
tive routines were much the same, and we came to understand we 
all had much in common with one another.

In the midst of my weightlifting career, I enrolled in a local 
university and began my college experience. Academic settings 
have their own unique form of communication. In each field of 
study, a student has to learn a new vernacular. There are terms 
and nuances that are unique to every area of study. With all due 
respect to academicians and especially my esteemed coauthor, Dr. 
Hull, I believe that some communication within the academic 
arena is purposely archaic, obtuse, and difficult to understand or 
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internalize. While there are certainly many exceptions to this rule, 
professors and professionals who study or work within a specific 
field need to understand that it is their role to make the complex 
simple through their communications, and it is not their role to 
make the simple complex.

I eventually graduated from the university with degrees in 
psychology and sociology. Studying human thought and human 
interaction creates a myriad of communication challenges. Describ-
ing our feelings verbally is one of the most difficult human tasks. 
Whether it’s Sigmund Freud, William Shakespeare, or Edgar Allen 
Poe, they all became renowned through their prowess in masterfully 
communicating various feelings and emotions through their words.

In my late s, I finally experienced that fateful day the doctors 
had predicted. I woke up one morning and instantly realized I had 
lost the remainder of my sight. I had never realized before losing 
my vision how important sight was to verbal or written communi-
cation. Terms such as yellow, large, vertical, bright, and beautiful all 
come from using words to describe visual images. The day I lost my 
sight, I had no idea that these kinds of descriptions would become 
a big part of my personal and professional life.

I was age , and I had never met a blind person. I didn’t have 
a clue what I was going to do with the rest of my life. I moved into 
this little - by -foot room in the back of my house, and I really 
fully intended to never leave that room again. The life I lead today 
would have seemed beyond impossible to me as I sat in my little  
by -foot self-imposed prison.

Ironically, before I had lost my sight and began using that little 
room in the back of the house as my entire world, we had used it 
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as our television room. Before I became blind, I was a huge fan of 
classic movies enjoying vintage stars such as John Wayne, Jimmy 
Stewart, Humphrey Bogart, and Katharine Hepburn. Sitting there 
as a blind person, becoming more distressed and discouraged each 
day, I knew that somewhere in the opposite corner of that room 
there was a TV, a VCR, and my classic movie collection.

One day, out of sheer boredom, I decided to play one of those 
old movies. I thought that I had seen them all so many times I 
should be able to just listen to the movie and follow along. I put 
on an old Humphrey Bogart detective film called The Big Sleep. 
Listening worked for a while as I could use my memories to visu-
alize the various scenes in the movie, but then somebody shot 
somebody, and the car sped away, and I heard somebody scream, 
and I forgot the entire plot of that movie.

I got really frustrated and said, “Somebody ought to do some-
thing about that.”

The next time you get frustrated and hear yourself utter those 
words, you just had a great idea. The only thing you need to do 
to have a great idea is to go through your daily routine, wait for 
something bad to happen, and ask yourself, “How could I have 
avoided that?” The answer to that question is a great idea. The 
only thing you’ve got to do to turn your idea into a great business 
is to ask one further question. “How could I help other people 
avoid that?” The answer to that question is a great business idea.

I believe the world will give you fame, fortune, and anything 
you want if you will help other people solve their problems.

Sitting there in my little  by -foot room, listening to the 
soundtrack of the movie I was unable to follow, I realized that if 
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someone would add an extra sound track to movies, TV shows, 
and educational programming between the dialogue to describe 
the visual elements of the program, blind and visually impaired 
people could enjoy them. This thought was the beginning of my 
company the Narrative Television Network which, over the last 
 years, has made movies and television accessible to millions of 
blind and visually impaired Americans as well as countless more 
people around the world.

The idea of describing visual images to a blind person is not 
original with me. It is as old as the first blind person who had a 
friend or family member willing to verbally share the visual world 
with him. The process of describing or communicating visual ele-
ments through verbal cues is both an art and a science.

We have produced many thousands of hours of accessible 
movies, TV shows, and educational programs. While we are get-
ting better at it every day, each time we improve the process, we 
realize that there are still more things we can learn that will help 
us communicate the world to our special audience.

Through meeting my coauthor in this book, Dr. Ray Hull, 
I was able to draw on his vast knowledge and experience in 
the field of communication to begin to understand the process 
of age-appropriate communication as we describe visual scenes. 
For example, if you were describing a cityscape, a carnival, or 
a desert scene to an adult, you might do it one way, but if 
you were describing that exact same scene to an eight-year-old, 
you would do it quite differently. Both descriptions might be 
accurate, but they are not interchangeable. The appropriate-
ness of the communication is determined by the listener, not 
the speaker.
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As a result of the success of the Narrative Television Net-
work and in order to promote the work we do, I began writing 
books and a syndicated newspaper/magazine column. Writing is 
a very solitary form of communication in that you don’t get any 
feedback as you are putting your thoughts into words. As you 
read these words on the page at this moment, it is important to 
understand that these words came from my thoughts that were 
dictated months or even years ago to my colleague Dorothy 
Thompson. These words were edited, formatted into a manu-
script, and turned into a book. The books were distributed by 
publishers to bookstores or online shopping sites where some-
how this volume came into your hands so you could be turning 
these words into your thoughts at this moment. All of this has 
happened without any feedback being given or received.

When you are talking with someone, based on their 
responses, expressions, or body language, you begin to under-
stand if your message is being heard, understood, and agreed 
with. Often, based on these cues, you will change what you are 
saying or how you are saying it in the middle of a conversation. 
When you are writing, this is a luxury that is not available. 
Obviously, you can have colleagues, friends, or editors read 
your manuscript and provide their feedback, but there is no 
way for me to know how you are going to react to these words 
until I write them, and they are printed in their final form as 
a book.

This book represents my thirty-first title. I have over  mil-
lion books in print in more than two dozen languages, and each 
of my books, including this one, provides my contact informa-
tion. Jim@JimStovall.com. --. I have thousands of 
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people from all around the world contact me after reading one 
or another of my books. Even so, there are millions of people 
who read words I have written whom I will never hear from. 
I have no instantaneous or even delayed feedback on whether 
they understand, enjoy, or even relate to what I am writing.

I have written almost , weekly syndicated columns 
under the heading Winners’ Wisdom. People around the world 
read these weekly offerings in newspapers, magazines, and 
online publications. This communication format allows me 
to more freely share my thoughts and opinions. People may 
agree or disagree with what I write in my columns, and I 
welcome this feedback, but I always stress that it is only 
my opinion, and I am still the world’s leading authority on 
my opinion.

The success of my books and columns gave me the oppor-
tunity to communicate in a totally new forum. To date, I have 
had four of my books turned into movies with several more in 
production. I am convinced that if Mark Twain, Charles Dick-
ens, or William Shakespeare were alive today, they would not 
only be writing books, but they would be making movies.

Movies represent one of the greatest forms of cultural com-
munication in our society. While there are millions of people 
who have read my books, there are many millions more people 
who will never receive my message through the written word, 
but they will go to the movies.

While writing is a solitary form of communication, movies 
are the product of many hundreds of people’s creative efforts. 
My books turn into our movies.
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A great movie can communicate thoughts, feelings, and 
emotions like nothing else, but it requires great writing, acting, 
and technical production to make this level of communication 
possible. Great actors, like great writers and speakers, often com-
municate more by saying less.

I remember working with Brian Dennehy, the esteemed actor, 
on my first movie entitled The Ultimate Gift. The director, who 
was a bit intimidated by Mr. Dennehy’s stardom, was reviewing a 
certain scene before shooting it. Brian was reading over the script 
and marking out whole sentences of his dialogue, explaining that 
those lines weren’t necessary.

The director asked, “Mr. Dennehy, how will the young char-
acter in the scene understand that your character is frustrated and 
disgusted with his ignorance?”

Brian gave the director a look communicating that he was 
frustrated and disgusted with the director’s ignorance and didn’t 
say a word.

The director simply said, “Yes, sir, I understand.”

Brian Dennehy understands what we all need to remem-
ber—that everything we do communicates as much or more than 
everything we say.

The movies have actually brought together many forms of my 
own communication including written, verbal, and nonverbal. 
Ironically, in each of the movies based on my novels, I make a 
brief cameo appearance playing a limousine driver. While you may 
think it’s absurd, humorous, or even dangerous for a blind person 
to be the limo driver, I can assure you no one has been injured 
thus far in the production of any of my scenes within the movies.
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I’m often fascinated that through my words and images on a 
movie screen I can communicate the thoughts and emotions of a 
limo driver even though it is not anything I’ve ever done or could 
do in real life.

The success of the movies based on my own books has given 
me the opportunity to do countless print, radio, and TV inter-
views. People often think that the news is an accurate form of 
communication as it delivers timely facts. In reality, it is not 
always accurate, and it is rarely complete. It is significant that 
when a person is called upon to testify in a court of law they 
swear, under oath, and are subject to criminal penalty to com-
municate the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 
Communicating a half-truth is not accurate communication. 
Even if you are communicating accurate facts, if you leave out 
critical and pertinent elements you will communicate false and 
misleading information.

So, there I was walking onto the stage to deliver my first 
speech as a blind person to over , people in an arena. I 
thought about all the different forms of communication that I 
had participated in throughout my career and life. Each of them 
had played a part in putting me on that stage which was the first 
of many stages where I have been privileged to speak to millions 
of people around the world.

I often tell people who are confused about what I do for a 
living that I am not in the TV business, the movie business, the 
book business, the column business, or the speech business. I am 
in the message business. My product and my service is my mes-
sage, but without the art of communication, my message or any 
message is worthless.
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The greatest thoughts, feelings, and emotions remain dor-
mant, awaiting the spark of communication that can bring them 
to life in the moment and for all time.
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the University of Colorado School of Medicine and the University 
of Denver. He works extensively in coaching and speaking on 
the art of interpersonal communication in professional life—the 
nature of interpersonal communication that supports success in 
one’s professional life.

Dr. Hull is past Chair of the ASHA Committee on Commu-
nication Problems of the Aging; a past member of the Committee 
on Governmental Regulations; a member of the ASHA/ETS 
National Audiology Praxis Advisory Committee; the ASHA 
Advisory Committee for the project “Upgrading Services to Com-
municatively Impaired Persons,” Bureau of Health Professions; 
the Advisory, Guidance, and Evaluation Team of the ASHA Proj-
ect on Satellite Training on Communicative Behavior of Older 
Americans, Administration on Aging; Vice Chair of the ASHA 
Audiology Advisory Counsel; member of the ASHA Audiology 
Advisory Counsel; among other national and state association 
appointments as found in his CV.

He is or has been consultant and advisor to numerous fed-
eral agencies, including the Bureau of Health Professions, DHHS; 
the National Institute on Aging, PHS; the National Institute of 
Mental Health, NIH; the Administration on Aging, DHHS; the 
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education and 
Rehabilitative Services. He has also been an advisor to Congress, 
the U.S. House of Representatives Select Committee on Health, 
Sub-Committee on Health and Long-Term Care; the U.S. Senate 
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Special Committee on Aging and their Committee on Health, 
Education, Labor, and Pensions in the areas of health services 
delivery and disability issues; and the U.S. Senate Small Busi-
ness Innovation Research Program. He is advisor to the Health 
Care Financing Administration, DHHS on health and mental 
health issues. He was also selected by the Bureau of Health Pro-
fessions, HRSA, DHHS to represent the field of aging on their 
Council on Disability Rehabilitation. Further, he is advisor to the 
Bureau of Health Professions, PHS; Health Careers Opportunity 
Program; and advisor/panelist to the Office of Minority Health, 
PHS, DHHS; and the Division of Allied Health, BHP, HRSA, 
DHHS; he has been advisor to the World Health Organization 
on aging issues; advisor/panelist to the various grants programs of 
the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) of the Office 
of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS); U.S. 
Department of Education as a member of their standing panel 
for twenty years prior to an additional three-year term including 
OSEP, NIDRR and RSA; was a member of the Scientific Merit 
Review Board of the Veterans Administration Health Services 
Research and Development Program; and is a current grants pan-
elist for Health Resources and Services Administration, DHHS. 
He is currently advisor to the Smithsonian Institution, Washing-
ton, D.C. on behalf of their Accessibility Program for Children 
and Adults with Disabilities, and is narrator for the Smithsonian 
magazine. He is also currently an advisor/consultant on behalf of 
the American Institute for Research, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Hull has been editorial advisor to the American 
Journal of Audiology, Ear and Hearing, The Journal of the Amer-
ican Auditory Society, The Journal of the American Academy of 
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Audiology, the Journal of International Audiology, and numerous 
book-publishing companies.

He is sought after as a speaker/presenter and has authored 
and presented over  presentations and workshops across the 
U.S., Canada, South America, and Europe on the art of com-
munication in professional practice, environmental design, central 
auditory processing, and hearing rehabilitation for children and 
adults with impaired hearing. These workshops have as their basis 
the diagnostic and neurophysiologic aspects of auditory impair-
ment, central auditory processing in adulthood and aging, its 
physiology and psycho/social impact, techniques for counseling 
and rehabilitation of those persons, the art and science of grant 
proposal writing, and the art of interpersonal communication and 
persuasion in professional practice.

His books include:

 ■ Hearing Impairment Among Aging Persons, published 
by Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, California 

 ■ Rehabilitative Audiology: Part I—The Adult, and 
Part II—The Elderly Client, published by Grune 
and Stratton, Inc., New York

 ■ Communication Disorders In Aging, published by 
Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, California

 ■ He was the invited author of the monograph 
entitled The Communicatively Impaired Elderly, 
for Seminars in Speech, Language and Hearing, 
Thieme-Stratton Pub. Co.
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 ■ The Hearing Impaired Child In School, published by 
Grune and Stratton, New York

 ■ Aural Rehabilitation: Serving Hearing Impaired Chil-
dren and Adults was published by Singular Publish-
ing Group, San Diego

 ■ Aural Rehabilitation published by Chapman-Hall 
Publishing Co., London

 ■ Hearing in Aging Singular Publishing Group

 ■ Aural Rehabilitation—The Elements and Process For 
Serving Hearing Impaired Children and Adults pub-
lished by Thomson Publishing, New York, 2002

 ■ Introduction to Aural Rehabilitation, Plural Publish-
ing, San Diego, 2010

 ■ Hearing and Aging, Plural Publishing, 2011 

Dr. Hull is the recipient of numerous honors and awards. He 
was elected Fellow of the American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association. He was awarded the Red River Award by the Mani-
toba Ministry of Health and the Winnipeg League for the Hard 
of Hearing, Winnipeg, Manitoba, for significant service on behalf 
of hearing-impaired older adults. He was named the University 
Distinguished Scholar at the University of Northern Colorado. 
He was named Distinguished Pioneer in Gerontology by the Col-
orado Gerontological Society. He was awarded the Public Health 
Service Award, U.S. Public Health Service, PHS, DHSS for sig-
nificant service to PHS, Region VIII for research and service 
on behalf of hearing-impaired older adults. He was also named 
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Distinguished Scholar of the College of Health and Human 
Services, University of Northern Colorado. He was awarded the 
Faculty Achievement Award, College of Health and Human Sci-
ences, University of Northern Colorado, for outstanding scholarly 
activity and teaching excellence. He was also awarded the Award 
of Excellence for Outstanding Public Leadership in the Cause of 
Better Hearing and Speech. He was again named Distinguished 
Scholar of the College of Health and Human Sciences, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, and was awarded the Outstanding 
Faculty Achievement Award. He received the Distinguished Pro-
fessor Award at Wichita State University by the University chapter 
of Mortar Board. He was also awarded the Wichita State Uni-
versity College of Education Teaching Award for Excellence in 
Teaching and the Emery Lindquist Faculty Award for Scholarship 
and Teaching. He was awarded the  and the  Professor 
Incentive Award, Wichita State University.

In , , , , and  he was named to Who’s 
Who Among America’s Educators. In , he received the Presi-
dent’s Distinguished Service Award at Wichita State University. 
He received the Rodenberg Award for Excellence in Teaching 
by the Wichita State University College of Health Professions 
in .

Dr. Hull was educated at McPherson College with a B.A. 
degree in Forensics, Drama, and Mass Communication; Uni-
versity of South Dakota with the M.A. in Communication and 
Communication Disorders; and the University of Denver, School 
of Communication with the PhD in Audiology/Neurosciences. 
He is an active member of the American Speech-Language-Hear-
ing Association, the Academy of Rehabilitative Audiology, and the 
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American Academy of Audiology, and holds ASHA Certification 
both in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology. He is Fellow 
of both the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association and 
the American Academy of Audiology.
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ABOUT JIM STOVALL

In spite of blindness, Jim Stovall has been a National Olympic 
weightlifting champion, a successful investment broker, the 
president of the Emmy Award-winning Narrative Television 
Network, and a highly sought-after author and platform speaker. 
He is the author of  books, including the best seller, �e 
Ultimate Gift, which is now a major motion picture from th 
Century Fox starring James Garner and Abigail Breslin. �ree of 
his other novels have also been made into movies with two more 
in production.

Steve Forbes, president and CEO of Forbes magazine, says, 
“Jim Stovall is one of the most extraordinary men of our era.”

For his work in making television accessible to our nation’s 
 million blind and visually impaired people, the President’s 
Committee on Equal Opportunity selected Jim Stovall as the 
Entrepreneur of the Year. Jim Stovall has been featured in The 
Wall Street Journal, Forbes magazine, USA Today, and has been 
seen on Good Morning America, CNN, and CBS Evening News. 
He was also chosen as the International Humanitarian of the 
Year, joining Jimmy Carter, Nancy Reagan, and Mother Teresa as 
recipients of this honor.

Jim Stovall can be reached at -- or Jim@JimStovall 
.com.
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